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Fantastic, informative presentation! I learned so many new ways to get my children engaged in service to others. The ideas are so easy and fun for families!

I have been thinking about how I would love to provide my kids and family with opportunities to build up our community and practice empathy -- now I have concrete ideas to put into place! Thanks!

Loved, loved, loved!!! So many great ideas to make impact easy.

This presentation was a great motivation to not only think about why serving other with my kids is important and beneficial, but also gave me some easy and practical ideas on how to make serving a part of our family's everyday life.

I've been looking for ways to give back but a bit overwhelmed on how to do it. I feel so much more prepared to not only do something but to have the important conversations about it.

I feel so much more empowered and inspired to put our values into action with our kids.

Great ideas that I would not have come up with on my own.

What valuable information! I feel encouraged and empowered to volunteer with my kids.

The excitement you exuded was tangible. I was inspired!

Thank you! Kindness is so important, and learning how much giving back and doing good together will help instill this into my child's growing up is great!

This talk gave me so many resources to bring every day into our family. I am inspired and excited to put these ideas into action in my family.

As a parent of two small children ages 3 1/2 and 1, I really appreciated the actionable ideas that Jenny suggested during the presentation to our Early Childhood and Family Education class. I had expected a presentation about how to engage in volunteer projects in the community, and we learned so much more. Jenny was able to go beyond the surface and prompt me to reflect on how we might integrate empathy development and thoughtful engagement in our community into the lives of our children. I also appreciated the conversations amongst our group that the presentation sparked. I highly recommend a visit from Doing Good Together! I am so glad that this organization exists and is here to support families.
The presentation was great. Wish the whole world was there.

I never thought that volunteering with my kids could be so fun or so fast or so simple.

Jenny was an excellent speaker and very inspiring. I am very excited to use what I learned to make a positive impact on my family and our community.

Inspired by the DGT presentation to my Early Childhood Family Education class earlier this fall, my son Adam made a giving box. He recently donated it to Neighborhood House, and they wrote a story about it on their blog. Thank you for inspiring this and for the great work you do.

The presentation was so inspiring and highlighted needs I didn’t even know existed. I am excited for my family to start doing good together!

This presentation really opened my eyes to the vast number of ways that my family can get involved in service projects.

Great examples of easy-to-implement ideas that I believe we will actually pursue. Also really appreciate the recommended children’s book titles.

It was amazing. I was totally inspired to do good works with my family.

I am excited to implement these ideas + help make the world a better place

Great presenter, wonderful message, real-world application, excellent resource

Essentially, this is the most important presentation that a parent can see. Teaching giving and empathy is a no lose situation, win-win.

Great! Lots of information! Wish it was longer!

I have been thinking about how I would love to provide my kids and family with opportunities to build up our community and practice empathy -- now I have concrete ideas to put into place! Thanks!

Great wake up to how to help my kids be more involved with helping. Lots of great ideas.

Jenny gave us some wonderful ideas and resources that are perfect for a family with young children. Thank you so much!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT DOING GOOD TOGETHER WORKSHOPS AND PRESENTATIONS, VISIT WWW.DOINGGOODTOGETHER.ORG OR EMAIL JENNY@DOINGGOODTOGETHER.ORG.